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This paper gives a survey of the limit distributions of the areas of different types of random walks, namely Dyck paths,
bilateral Dyck paths, meanders, and Bernoulli random walks, using the technology of generating functions only.
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1 Introduction
The distribution of the (absolute) area of Brownian motion was first studied by Mark Kac [Kac (1949)],
using a formula since known as the Feynman–Kac formula [Kac (1949); Ito and McKean (1965)], which
allows us to find the double Laplace transform of the distribution of the integral of a functional of Brow-
nian motion.
The area functional has received intensive attention for different types of Brownian motion, such as
standard Brownian motion, Brownian bridges, excursions and meanders [Cifarelli (1975); Shepp (1982);
Taka´cs (1993); Perman and Wellner (1995); Jeanblanc et al. (1997); Tolmatz (2000); Tolmatz (2001); ...].
These different types of motion have discrete counterparts, that are respectively Bernoulli walks, bi-
lateral Dyck paths, Dyck paths [Stanley (1999)], and (discrete) meanders. All paths considered in this
paper start from

0  0  and only have  1 and  1 steps. A bilateral Dyck path is a Bernoulli random walk
starting from

0  0  and ending in

0  0  . A Dyck path is a bilateral Dyck path conditioned to stay over the
x-axis. A meander is a Bernoulli random walk conditioned to stay over the x-axis.
As their lengths tend to infinity, we have weak convergence of the functional of these paths (conditioned
by size) to their continuous counterpart, and convergence of the moments [Drmota (2003)].
Studying the distribution of a Brownian motion hence amounts to studying the limit distribution of its
discrete counterpart. This was first done in the discrete world by Taka´cs [Taka´cs (1991a)] for Dyck paths.
As Dyck paths are building blocks for bilateral Dyck paths, it is easy to deduce the limit distribution of
the area of bilateral Dyck paths from the one of Dyck paths. It is interesting to notice, as commented
in [Nguy eˆn Th eˆ (2003)], that it is the other way round in the continuous world, where the area of excur-
sions is deduced from the area of Brownian bridges [Louchard (1984)]. In the same vein, while in the
continuous world the area of Brownian motion can be computed directly, we first have to study the area
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of meanders in the context of generating functions before finding the distribution of the area of Brownian
motion.
Using the Feynman-Kac formula, computing the distribution of signed areas of Brownian motion and
of Brownian bridges is straightforward [Perman and Wellner (1995)]. This is also the case using generat-
ingfunctionology (the technology of generating functions).
2 Generating functions
2.1 Functional equations
Let D, F , P and B denote the generating functions associated with Dyck paths, meanders, bilateral Dyck
paths and Bernoulli random walks (with steps  1 and  1) respectively, where z marks the size of the
walks, and u its area, understood as the sum of the heights. For example, if D is the set of all Dyck paths,
then
D

z  u   ∑
d  D
z

d

uarea  d  (1)
A classical Dyck path will be called positive and its reflection across the x-axis will be called negative.
In the same way, we define the notions of positive and negative meanders. We have
Proposition 1.
D

z  u   1  z2uD

z  u  D

zu  u   (2)
F

z  u   D

z  u   uzD

z  u  F

zu  u   (3)
P

z  u  
1
1  2uz2D

zu  u 
 (4)
B

z  u   P

z  u 

2zuF

zu  u   1   (5)
Proof. A Dyck path is either an empty Dyck path, enumerated by 1 	 z0   1, or a Dyck path, enumerated
by D

z  u  , followed by a nonempty Dyck path, enumerated by z2uD

zu  u  . (See [Taka´cs (1991a)] for the
details of computation).
A meander is either a Dyck path, that is a meander ending at zero, enumerated by D

z  u  , or a Dyck
path, enumerated by D

z  u  , followed by a meander not ending at zero, enumerated by uzF

zu  u  
A bilateral Dyck path is a sequence of nonempty positive or negative Dyck paths.
A Bernoulli walk is either ending at zero, in which case it is a bilateral Dyck path, enumerated by
P

z  u  , or not ending at zero, in which case it is a bilateral Dyck path, enumerated by P

z  u  , followed by
a positive or a negative meander, enumerated by 2zuF

zu  u  
2.2 The method of moments
As we said in the introduction, we are interested in the limit distribution of the area of certain types of dis-
crete random walks, when theirs sizes tend to infinity. Weak convergence will hold, but also convergences
of moments of any order, either thanks to Drmota’s work, or by Fre´chet–Shohat moment convergence
theorem, given Carleman’s condition [Feller (1971)]. Using singularity analysis on generating functions,
we will determine recurrence relations on the moments of different orders of the limit distribution. They
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allow to check Carleman’s condition, but also to show that the limit distribution admits a Laplace trans-
form which can be expanded around 0 (we will show how to proceed for Dyck paths, and leave the other
cases to the reader). After some analysis, we can identify the limit distribution by its Laplace transform
(which is determined by a kind of double Laplace transform of the distribution).
3 Dyck paths and bilateral Dyck paths
We recall here results concerning the limit distribution of the area of Dyck paths and bilateral Dyck
paths which have already been shown with the use of generating functions. We outline the proofs, not
only because the proofs in the following section will follow the same methodology, but also to introduce
intermediate computations that will turn out to be useful in the next section.
The reader interested in complete proofs can either look at Taka´cs’s papers, or look at the more detailed
proofs of lemma 1 and theorem 4.
If Bs is a Brownian motion, the scaling property Bs
D
   Bs  , for all positive

, which is valid for
meanders, bridges and excursions (  is then an independent random variable equal to the duration of the
motion in the last two cases), induces
 t
0 
Bs

ds D  t3  2
 1
0 
Bs

ds  (6)
with similar formulas for meanders, bridges and excursions, conditioned to have duration 1 on the right-
hand side. Hence, as far as Dyck paths and bilateral Dyck paths of length 2n are concerned, it is natural
to normalize their area by

2n  3  2  It would be easy to check (see [Taka´cs (1991a)] or the computations
of the first two moments below) that the variance of the area of Dyck paths and bilateral Dyck paths is
indeed of order σ2n3 with σ2 	 0  though σ 
  2 
Theorem 1. Let φD be the Laplace transform of the area of excursions conditioned to have duration 1.
Then it satisfies

∞
0

e  us  1  φD

 2s3  2  ds
s3  2
  2  pi  Ai 

u 
Ai

u 

Ai 

0 
Ai

0 
 (7)
Proof. We outline Taka´cs’s proof [Taka´cs (1993)].
Differentiating (2) r times with respect to u and setting u   1  one can show by induction that there
exists for each r a non-null constant Kr such that
Dur

z  1 
r! z  12
2r  2Kr

1  4z2  3r  12
 (8)

In Dur  the notation ur represents the word uu 		 	 u, where u appears r times, so that Dur represents the
function

z  u  D

z  u  differentiated r times with respect to u. The notation

means that the left hand
side and the right hand side are equivalent as z tends to 1  2  . In addition, the sequence

Kr  satisfies for
r  1 the recurrence
Kr  
r

1
∑
i ﬀ 1
KiKr

i  K0Kr

1

3r  4 ﬁ 2 (9)
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with K0    1  2. The series y

z    ∑Kr

 z  r is then the solution of the equation
3z2y 

z   zy

z    4y2

z   1  (10)
which (given y  0    1  2) can be solved to yield
y

z    Ai 

z  2  3  z1  3   2Ai

z  2  3   (11)
where Ai is the Airy function, which is the solution of w     xw such that limx  ∞ w

x    0 [p. 446 of
Abramowitz and Stegun (1973)]. If MDr is the moment of order r of the limit distribution of the area of
Dyck paths normalized by

 2n  3, then singularity analysis [Flajolet and Sedgewick (1993)] gives
MDr   lim
n  ∞ 
z2n  Dur

z  1 

 2n  3r

z2n  D

z  1 
  lim
n  ∞

z2n  2
r  2Kr
 1

4z2 
3r  1
2

 2n  3r

z2n 

 2  1  4z2 
 
4  piKrr!
Γ
 3r

1
2  2
r
2
 (12)
From recursion (9), it is easy to deduce that there exists a constant ρ 	 0 such that
Kr  r!   O
r  ∞

ρ  r   (13)
One can for example introduce the series g

z   ∑grzr with g0   K0, g1   K1, and for r  2 
gr  
r

1
∑
j ﬀ 1
g jgr

j 
3
4
gr

1  (14)
so that for all r, Kr  r!gr. Then one can choose ρ to be equal to the radius of convergence of g, which is
positive. Notice that it is possible to find an equivalent for

Kr  as r tends to infinity [Taka´cs (1991b)], but
it requires much more computations, involving the asymptotic expansion of the Airy function.
From (13) we can deduce an upper bound for  Mr  , and check that

Mr  satisfies Carleman’s condition,
so that we have both weak convergence and convergence of moments of any order. We also deduce that
the Laplace transform of the limit distribution
φD  x    ∑ M
D
r
r!

 x  r (15)
admits a series expansion around 0. It is then easy to obtain (7) after integration by parts.
Theorem 1 was first established by Louchard (1984), starting from the known double Laplace transform
of the area of bridges and using the following result:
Theorem 2 (Louchard). Let Wt denote the Brownian motion, and et the Brownian excursion. If h  0 is
a symmetric piecewise continuous function, if
g

α  :  

∞
0
e  αt 	 0 
 exp  
 t
0
h

Ws  ds




Wt   0 
dt
 2pit

and if L is the duration of excursion e, then

∞
0

exp

 αu   1  	


exp  
 u
0
h

es  ds
 



L   u 
du
 2piu3
   g  1

α   lim
α  0
g  1

α  
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In the context of generating functions, we will use a kind of converse of this theorem (or rather give
another proof of it for the functional of interest), to determine the distribution of the area of bridges as a
function of the distribution of the area of excursions. We then recover a result established by Shepp [Shepp
(1982)].
Theorem 3 (Shepp). Let φP be the Laplace transform of the distribution of absolute area of Brownian
bridges conditioned to have duration 1. Then it satisfies

∞
0
e  usφP

 2s3  2  s  1  2 ds     pi Ai

u 
Ai


u 
 (16)
Proof. We proceed as in [Nguy eˆn Th eˆ (2003)]. Differentiating

1  2uz2D

zu  u   P

z  u   1 (17)
r times with respect to u and setting u   1  one can show by induction that there exists a sequence
 Qr  of
positive numbers such that
1
r!
Pur

z  1 
z  12
2rQr

 1  4z2  3r  1
 (18)
This sequence is given by
Q0   1 and   r  1  Qr   2
r
∑
j ﬀ 1
K jQr

j  (19)
The function q

z    ∑r  0 Qr

 z  r satisfies
q

z    
1
2y

z 
  
Ai

z

2  3

Ai


z

2  3
 z1  3
 (20)
Defining

MPr  such that φP

x    ∑ MPrr!

 x  r  singularity analysis gives
MPr   lim
n  ∞
 z2n  Pur

z  1 

2n  3r2

z2n  P

z  1 
 
 pi
Qrr!
2r  2Γ
 3r  1
2 
 (21)
and it is then easy to establish formula (16).
4 Meander and Bernoulli random walk
In this section we recover the distribution of the areas of meanders and Bernoulli random walks. As it has
apparently not been done before using generating functions, we will give computations with more details
than in the previous section.
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Lemma 1. For all r, there exist non-null constants aDr  aFr  aPr  and aBr  such that,
Dur

z  1 
r! z  12
aDr

1  2z  3r  12
 (22)
Fur

z  1 
r! z  12
aFr

1  2z  3r  12
 (23)
Pur

z  1 
r!
z  12
aPr

1  2z  3r  12
 (24)
Bur

z  1 
r! z  12
aBr

1  2z  3r  22
 (25)
where the sequence

aFr  r  0 is given by the initial condition a
F
0  
 2 and the recurrence
 2aFr  
1
4

3r  2  aFr

1 
1
2
r

1
∑
j ﬀ 0
aDr

ja
F
j

r  1   (26)
In addition, for all r  0, the sequence  aBr  r  0 satisfies
aBr  
r
∑
j ﬀ 0
aPr

ja
F
j
 (27)
Proof. According to the previous results, aDr and aPr obviously exist and are equal to 2r  2Kr and 2 
r  1
2 Qr
respectively. This settles (22) and (24).
Let us now show (23). We have
F

z  1   
 1  1  2z1

2z
2z z  12
 2
 1  2z
 (28)
so that (23) is true for r   0 
After differentiating equation (3) r times, we obtain
Fur   Dur  z
r
∑
j ﬀ 0

r
j  Dur  j

uF

zu  u    j   (29)
with

uF

zu  u    j    u

Fu j  jzFzu j  1  		 	   1 	

F

zu  u    j  1   (30)
Hence for u   1

1  zD  Fur   rz2DFzur  1  z
r

1
∑
j ﬀ 0

r
j  Dur  j Fu j  	 		  (31)
where the trailing terms are negligible compared to the given terms when z tends towards 2.
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Set R  

 1  2z 

1
. Then Du j and Fu j have dominant terms in R of degrees 3

r  j   1 and 3 j  1
respectively, so that Du j Fur  j is of degree 3r. In addition, the asymptotics for z tending towards 12
Fur  1

r  1  ! 
aFr

1

1  2z 
3   r  1   1
2
 
aFr

1

1  2z  3r  22
(32)
implies
Fzur  1

r  1  ! 

3r  2  aFr

1

1  2z  3r2
 (33)
so that Fzur  1 is of degree 3r. As we have
1  zD
z  12
 2  1  2z  (34)
we deduce that

1  zD  Fur is of degree 3r, so that Fur is of degree 3r  1 and (23) is proved.
We have

z2D 

2    12 hence, by identifying the coefficients of the monomial R
3n
, we obtain
 2aFr r!  
1
2
r

r  1  !

3r  2  aFr

1 
1
2
r

1
∑
j ﬀ 0

r
j 

r  j  !aDr

j j!aFj  (35)
which, divided by r!, becomes (26).
We show (25) and (27) in the same way. Differentiating (5) r times, we obtain
Bur

z  1   
r
∑
j ﬀ 0

r
j  Pur  j

z  1  Fu j

z  1   		 	 (36)
which gives (25) with  aBr  satisfying (27).
We can now determine the double Laplace transforms of the distributions of the areas of meanders and
Brownian motion. Notice that the length n of discrete meanders and Bernoulli random walks can be as
well even or odd, so that we will normalize the random variable by n3r  2 
Theorem 4. Let φF be the Laplace transform of the distribution of the absolute area of Brownian mean-
ders of duration 1. Then it satisfies

∞
0
e  usφF

 2s3  s  1  2 ds     pi3 
u
0 Ai

t  dt  1
3Ai

u 
 (37)
Proof. Since D


 2R  we have aD0   
 2, so that (26) can be rewritten
3
2

r  1  aFr

1 
1
2
aFr

1 
1
2
r
∑
j ﬀ 0
aDr

ja
F
j   0  (38)
If we multiply (38) by   x  r and then sum it from r   1 to infinity, we get
3
2
x2A F  2xAF 
1
2

AF AD  aF0 aD0   0  (39)
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where
AF

x   
r
∑
j ﬀ 0
aFr

 x  r and AD

x   
r
∑
j ﬀ 0
aDr

 x  r  (40)
As we have aF0  
 2, (39) can be rewritten

3
2
x2A F  
AD
2

1
2
x

AF  2   0  (41)
and, replacing x with 12z3   2  we obtain

3
2
1
4z3
A F 
1
2z3  2 
 
1
2
AD 
1
2z3  2 

1
4z3  2 
AF 
1
2z3  2 
 2   0  (42)
Set f  z    AF
 
2
z3   2

 It satisfies
f   z     3
 2
z3  2
A F

 2
z3  2 
 (43)
We already know
AD

x    4  2y  x
 2 
  4  2
Ai  

x

2


2  3

2Ai 

x

2


2  3

 (44)
so that
AD

 2
z3  2 
  2  2Ai 

z  z

1  2
Ai

z 
 (45)
and
f   z     1
2z

Ai 

z 
Ai

z 
f  z    2z  (46)
Using the method of variation of parameters, and given the initial condition f  ∞     2 and the asymp-
totics 10.4.59 and 10.4.82 of [Abramowitz and Stegun (1973)] for large x,
Ai

x 

1
2
pi  1  2x  1  4e 
2
3 x
3   2
 (47)
and
 x
0
Ai

t  dt

1
3 
1
2pi

1  2x  3  4 exp  
2
3x
3  2

 (48)
we easily find that
f  z      2z3 
z
0 Ai

u  du  1
3Ai

z 
 (49)
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Singularity analysis applied to Fur

z  1  gives
MFr   lim
n  ∞ 
zn  Fur

z  1 
n
3r
2

zn  F

z  1 
 
 pir!aFr
 2Γ
 3r  1
2 
 (50)
Finally

∞
0
e  usφF

 2s3  s  1  2 ds  

∞
0
∑
r  0
MFr
r!


 2s3  2  rs  1  2e  us ds (51)
 
pi
2 ∑
r  0

∞
0
aFr
 3r  1
2 


 2s3  2  rs  1  2e  us ds (52)
 
pi
2 ∑
r  0
aFr

 2
u 
 3r  1   2
  
pi
2u
AF

 2
u3  2 
(53)
  
 pi
3  u0 Ai

t  dt  1
3Ai

u 
  (54)
Theorem 5. Let φB be the Laplace transform of the distribution of the absolute area of Brownian motions
of duration 1. Then

∞
0
e  ztφB

 2t3  dt   3 
z
0 Ai

u  du  1
3Ai


z 
 (55)
Proof. Set AP

x    ∑n  0 aPn

 x  n, which is given by
AP

x   
1
 2
g 
x
 2 
  
1
 2
2Ai 

x

2


2  3

Ai



x

2


2  3

  
1
 2
Ai

z  z1  2
Ai


z 
 (56)
From (27) we deduce that
AB

x    AP

x  AB

x   (57)
so that
AB

 2
z3  2 
  AP

 2
z3  2 
AF

 2
z3  2 
 


1
 2
Ai

z  z1  2
Ai


z  
	

 2z
3  z0 Ai

u  du  1
3Ai

z  
(58)
  z
3  z0 Ai

u  du  1
3Ai


z 
 (59)
which can be written as (55).
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5 Signed areas
In [Perman and Wellner (1995)] is the following theorem, which provides the joint distribution of the area
of Brownian motion over and under the x-axis, using the Feynman-Kac formula.
Theorem 6. Define
x    
x if x  0 
0 otherwise, and x    
 x if x

0 
0 otherwise. (60)
Let V be the function x  βx   γx

. Then for α  β  γ 	 0 we have

∞
0
e  αt 	  e  t
3   2  1
0 V  bs  ds

dt
 2pit
  
2Ai
 
2γ  1  3α  γ  Ai
 
2β  1  3γ  α 

2γ  1  3Ai

 
2γ  1  3α  γ  Ai
 
2β  1  3α  β    2β  1  3Ai

 
2β  1  3α  β  Ai   2γ  1  3α  γ 
(61)
and, if Wt denotes the standard Brownian motion,

∞
0
e  αt 	 0
 e 

t
0 V Ws  ds
 dt
  
2Ai
 
2β  1  3α  β   ∞0 Ai
 
2γ  1  3

x  α  γ   dx

2γ  1  3Ai
 
2γ  1  3α  γ  Ai
 
2β  1  3α  β    2β  1  3Ai   2β  1  3α  β  Ai   2γ  1  3α  γ 

2Ai
 
2γ  1  3α  γ   ∞0 Ai
 
2β  1  3  x  α  β   dx

2γ  1  3Ai
 
2γ  1  3α  γ  Ai
 
2β  1  3α  β    2β  1  3Ai   2β  1  3α  β  Ai   2γ  1  3α  γ 

(62)
Using our earlier framework, it is possible to give another proof of this theorem.
Outline of proof of theorem 6. Let u

enumerate the area of the path below the x-axis, and u

enumerate
the area of the path under the x-axis. Then the generating functions P and B of bilateral Dyck paths and
Bernoulli random walks satisfy
P

z  u

 u

  
1
1  z2

u

D

zu

 u

  u

D

zu

 u

 
(63)
and
B

z  u

 u

   P

z  u

 u



1  z  u

F

zu

 u

  z  u

F

zu

 u

 
 (64)
If we define Qrs such that
Pur

us


z  1 
r!s! z  12
2r  sQrs

1  2z  3r  12
 (65)
and q

u  v   ∑Qrs

 u  r

 v  s  then after differentiating r times for all r

1  z2

u

D

zu

 u

  u

D

zu

 u

 
 P

z  u

 u

  1 (66)
with respect to u

and u

, setting u

  u

  1, and identifying dominant coefficients in

1  4z2 

1  2

we obtain recurrence relations on
 Qrs  which translate to
q

u

 u

   
1
y

u

  y

u


 (67)
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which can be written as (61) with u

  β 	 2

1  2α

3  2 and u

  γ 	 2

1  2α

3  2
.
(62) can be proved in the same way, starting with (64).
The equality (67) can be found in exercise 4.18 chapter XIII of [Revuz and Yor (1998)], for more general
additive functionals. In the next section, we will show how to establish this equality for functionals which
are polynomial in some sense, using only generating functions.
6 Other functionals
In [Nguy eˆn Th eˆ (2003)], the theorem of Louchard was proved for polynomial functionals using a multi-
variate version of (4). It is possible to use the same method with (5) to establish a similar theorem, linking
standard Brownian motion, meanders and Brownian bridges.
Theorem 7. Let m denote the meander, b denote the Brownian bridge and W the standard Brownian
motion. For nonnegative numbers h0  h1      hM such that

h1

 			 

hM


  0, define h : x  ∑Mj ﬀ 0 h j

x

j 
Let gs, gb and gm denote the double Laplace transforms of the distribution of the functional  h

	  d 	 for
respectively the standard Brownian motion starting from 0, the Brownian bridge and the meander:
gs

α   

∞
0
e  αt 	 0
 e 

t
0 h Ws  ds
 dt  (68)
gb

α   

∞
0
e  αt 	  e 

t
0 h  bs  ds

dt
 2pit
 (69)
gm

α   

∞
0
e  αt 	  e 

t
0 h  ms  ds

dt
 2pit
 (70)
Then
gs   2gbgm  (71)
Proof. Fix M   . Let uk enumerate the sum of the k-th powers of the absolute value of the altitudes of
the path. Then
B

z  u1  		 	  uM    P

z  u1 	 		  uM 

2zu1 	 		 uM  F

zu1 	 		  uM   1   (72)
where the
 j  1  -th component of F is given by
u ju
j  1
j  1 		 	 u
 M  1
j 
M

1 u
 M
j 
M  
q ﬀ M
∏
q ﬀ j
u
 q
j 
q
 (73)
Let aBr1  r2     rM , a
P
r1  r2     rM , a
F
r1  r2     rM denote the constants such that, for all

r1  r2  		 	  rM 	  NM 
F
u
r1
1 u
r2
2    u
rM
M

z  1 
r1!r2! 	 		 rM! z  12
aFr1  r2     rM

1  2z 
1  ∑   2  i  ri
2
 (74)
P
u
r1
1 u
r2
2    u
rM
M

z  1 
r1!r2! 	 		 rM! z  12
aPr1  r2     rM

1  2z 
1  ∑   2  i  ri
2
 (75)
B
u
r1
1 u
r2
2    u
rM
M

z  1 
r1!r2! 			 rM! z  12
aBr1  r2     rM

1  2z 
2  ∑   2  i  ri
2
 (76)
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Set
AB

u1 		 	  uM   ∑aBr1

r2     rM

 u1 
r1
			

 uM 
rM
 (77)
AP

u1 		 	  uM   ∑aPr1  r2     rM   u1  r1 			   uM  rM  (78)
AF

u1 		 	  uM   ∑aFr1  r2     rM   u1  r1 			   uM  rM  (79)
Then (72) translates into AB   APAF  As we have
gs

α   
1
α
AB 
h1
α1 
1
2
 		 	 
hk
α1 
k
2
 		 	 
hM
α1 
M
2 
 (80)
gb

α   
1
 α
AP 
h1
α1 
1
2
 			 
hM
α1 
M
2 
 (81)
gm

α   
1
2  α
AF 
h1
α1 
1
2
		 	 
hM
α1 
M
2 
 (82)
this proves the theorem for h0   0. For h0 
  0  just replace α with α  h0.
This result remains valid for Borel functionals, and was already shown in [Revuz and Yor (1998); Yor
(1995)], using the Brownian comeander
m˜u  
1
1  g1


Bg1  u  1

g1 


 (83)
which is independent from what happened before g1, and using, in the continuous world, a decomposition
which is similar to the combinatorial decomposition used here: a Brownian motion of duration g1 (time
of the last return to the x-axis before the instant 1), followed by the comeander (83).
For the quadratic functional with h

x   x2, injecting the known results (via continuous objects)
	
0
 e 

t
0 W 2s ds
  

cosh

t  2    1  2  (84)
	
 e 

t
0 b2s ds
  

t  2   sinh

t  2  
1  2
 (85)
	
 e 

t
0 m
2
s ds

 

cosh

t  2   
1 
t  2   sinh

t  2  
1  2
 (86)
in (71), and inverting in α the Laplace transforms on each side of the obtained equation, gives back the
convolution identity
1

coshν  1  2
 
1
pi
 ν
0
dx

sinhx  1  2

sinh

ν  x   1  2 cosh

ν  x 
(87)
already discussed in [Jeanblanc et al. (1997)].
Using a proof similar to the one of Theorem 7, we could show generalized versions of (61) (or (67))
and (62) valid for polynomial functionals.
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7 Conclusion
The use of generating functions gives another approach for finding several results on the distribution of the
area of Brownian motion, with no more prerequisites than singularity analysis, and provides some insight
into the relations between the different types of distribution. Though the method of moments does not
seem to provide new results it can be applied to combinatorial objects that do not necessarily converge to
a known Brownian motion. For other functionals it seems difficult to avoid the use of catalytic variables
(like u1  		 	  uM

1 for functionals with h

x   xM) and get the limit distribution.
Possible future work includes study of the joint distribution of the area and the final altitude of mean-
ders, as given in [Cifarelli (1975)] for Brownian motion, using a functional equation of the type [Flajolet
and Sedgewick (2001)]
F

z  u  v    1  z  uv 
1
uv 
F

z  u  vu  
1
uv
F

z  u  0   (88)
where F is the generating function of meanders enumerated by size (variable z), area (variable u), and
final altitude (variable v). For this type of equation moments might not be sufficient.
Other papers of interest are for example [Gutjahr and Pflug (1992), Gittenberger (1999)] which show
that the contour process of random trees converges towards a Brownian excursion. The different types of
Brownian motion studied here should appear as limits of a much greater family of discrete random walks
than the ones that are studied here.
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